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Introduction
18 year old whores are not always what they're cracked up to be.  Sure they look and smell fresh, but do
they know how to handle a cock?  For this reason, lots of guys prefer a more seasoned slut whose pussy
is still tight.  So forget about nailing a slut on her 18th birthday, because you're better off waiting until
she's ready for Just Over 18 Gonzo!

Adult Review
The whores at Just Over 18 Gonzo all want cock and can�t wait long for it.  The 34 episodes that are currently online waste
no time jumping right into the rough-edged sex that these young girls like best.  They�ve been around the block before and
love showing off their skills to anyone and everyone they meet.<br />  <br />  All of the episodes at Just Over 18 Gonzo
feature a nice variety of Euro sluts, sets and action.  There are bubbly blondes and busty brunettes who appear in mostly
one-on-one scenes with lucky stunt cocks.  But some episodes also feature sexy threesomes with two dicks for a single chick,
and there�s also a few foursomes where two pussies are getting drilled in the same shot.<br />  <br />  Every hardcore teen
scene is filmed in dazzling High Definition video that will make your dick think it's standing right on the set! All of the HD
porn videos can be downloaded and none are protected by DRM.  You can also stream the files, and watch them in several
standard definition formats online as well.<br />  <br />  Each sex video lasts about 30 minutes, with a new episode uploaded
once per week. Just Over 18 Gonzo stretches out the updates over the entire week, by adding a 5 minute clip every day to
heighten the suspense. On the last day of the week they provide the full length version and even some Behind The Scenes
footage worth watching.<br />  <br />  Photo galleries at Just Over 18 Gonzo are spectacular.  The pictures look life-like
since they�re shown in 1500 x 1000 resolution, and the galleries begin with some sexy modeling shots before capturing the
hardcore action in brilliant detail.  Every set has well over 200 pics.<br />  <br />  Signing up for a monthly membership
usually costs you $24.95 but The Tongue has arranged a special discounted price for our members Signup using the Free
Preview of Just Over 18 Gonzo on this webpage and get full access for only $19.95 instead! The monthly membership also
grants you full access to each of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review - and that means even more exclusive
High Definition pics and videos in other niches as well!

Porn Summary
As much as untouched virgin pussy appeals to the average guy, a teen slut with a little experience goes a long way in amping
up a so-so fuck session into fantastic bone-draining bang! Pass up the barely 18 year old sluts for a whore who won't be a
bore by getting access to Just Over 18 Gonzo.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Between 18 and 19 is the sweet spot!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 84
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